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Design Guideline The better resolution get the best result

Only high resolution graphic able to get the best result :

Hand Drawing Logo Idea Our Services of Drawing

Logo Size Matter

These kinds of graphic image always the best result

Saved from Illustrator or CoralDraw pdf file, also very good in result

Please use 300 dpi resolution and minimal twice as big than the final 

size you want, we suggest 20 cm in width or height

Please use 300 dpi resolution and minimal twice as big than the final 

size you want, we suggest 20 cm in width or height

Other graphic file, such as tif image, we can try, but not guarantee, that's why 

we are now recommended

ai or cdr file, must be true draw by Illustrator or CoralDraw, not just put a jpg or 

png file and save into ai or cdr file

If logo or image from you not meet our production minimal standard, we might 

spend time tore-draw your logo or image

You can send your hand drawing, and most of the time, we can help you to re-

draw 

If you wish to let us to design your logo = Sorry, we are not capable to logo 

design

If you knew or wish exactly the logo size, please let us know, so we can save 

time on reconfirm logo size

If you did not specific indicate the logo size, our designer will use our 

judgement, this might lead to longer reconfirm time and slow down the process

Team Logo / School Logo / Team logo / Sponsor Logo
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If you wish turn your photo into comicalize, we shall use software to do this job, 

our designers are not train as artist, they are not able to re-draw.

We don't use PS to do our work, so we are not able to use PS to fix your 

photos, such as make it prettier.

Illustrator or CoralDraw always the best design tool to do your design（ai or cdr 

files）

Many photo, image or graphic looks very clear on your screen, but it doesn't 

mean it is good enough for production.

Photo image and other graphics

Design graphic resolution same as Logo requirements

If you wish to put any photo image onto your design, the result depend on your 

photo image resolution.

Photo size need to be minimal twice as bigger than your design size. Please 

use maximum resolution of your camera or phone to take photos.

We are not able to adjust your photo to meet our production minimal 

requirements, if your photo image resolution to low or size too small.

We Sublimation printing onto fabric, so, sometimes tiny details just not able to 

compare to smooth paper

We Sublimation printing onto fabric, so, choose smooth texture fabric, will get 

the best result, such as our 50D fabric

Your Hand Drawing

We help re-draw

Any web download image always not good enough for production, please try 

not to do that. But it maybe use for design direction.

If you wish to put your hand drawing onto your design, please use maximum 

resolution and size setting to take your photo, then send to us.

If you wish to put your hand drawing into design but require we re-draw it, 

please send your hand drawing and specifically told us.
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The 2nd best way to pick a color is = give us pantone number = CMYK value 

always better than RGB value

Logo on number
Good logo on 

number

Poor logo on 

number

We cannot print metal colors, such as Gold or Silver, but we can try to use 

Yellow or Grey to achieve metal color, but for sure it is not true metal color

Same color CMYK or RGB value, print on different fabric, may looks color 

shade different, that is because the fabric refraction color differently

If you need fabric color swatch from us, please contact us, we will send to you. 

Swatch free of charge, but you will need to pay for shipping charge

Our default design will use all capital for name, if this is not what you want, 

please specific tell us = what you write, what we will print

SMITH                

SMITH                   
SMITH

Font Number heightIf you have specify Player's number size, please also let us know

Many sport's game require certain height or width on number to be legal, 

please make sure to let us know

If you have instruction on specific font to be use for player's number, please 

give us Font Name

If we have problem to found that specify Font, we may ask your help to give to 

us the font

If you did not asking for specify Font, our designer will pick a font for you

Colors

Every screen showing colors different, don't try to use computer or mobile 

phone screen to judge color, you will be disappoint

If you have specific color want to use, take a photo send to us, is NOT a good 

idea

The best way to pick a color is = pick color from our actual swatch. If you are 

so sensitive about color, send us a color reference, we will give a try

Please be responsible for all spelling of name and number you gave us, we will 

not responsible for mistake, we will follow what you gave us

Team logo on numbers and Font of Name and Number
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